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Abstract- The use of a genetic algorithm for the minimum thickness design of composite
laminated plates is explored. A previously developed genetic algorithm for laminate design is
thoroughly revised and improved, by incorporating knowledge of the physics of the problem iota
the genetic algorithm. Constraints are accounted for by combining fixed and progressive penalty
functions. Improved selection, mutation, and permutation operators are proposed. The use of an
operator called scaling mutation that projects designs toward the feasible do main is investigated.
The improvements in the genetic algorithm are shawn to reduce the average price of a genetic
search by more than 50"0.

INTRODUCfION

Becauseof their high strength to weight ratio and the possibility of fine tuning their
behavior, notably by selectingfiber orientations, the optimization of compositelaminated
plates hasreceivedgrowing attention in the last two decades(e.g. Adali and Duffi, 1990;
Le Richeand Haftka, 1993;Miki, 1979;Nagendraet a/., 1992;Schmit and Farshi, 1979;
Shin et a/., 1989).Whendesigningcompositelaminatedplates,typical designvariablesare
the fiber orientationsand the number of layers. Manufacturing constraintsoften limit the
choiceof fiber orientations to 0°, :t 45° and 90°, and fix the basicply thickness,making
the minimum weight designof a laminate a discreteoptimization problem.
The designof a compositelaminate for maximum buckling load can be formulated
as a linear problem, and then the Branch and Bound method can be used to find the
optimum design,which is a global minimum (Haftka and Walsh, 1992).ln more general
cases,however, such as when strain constraints are added, the problem is nonlinear.
Furthermore, becausecompositelaminatesare characterizedby a number of parameters
which is usually smaller than the number of design variables, different sets of design
variablescan producesimilar results,i.e. there are many optimal or near-optimaldesigns.
For nonlinear problems, linearization in combination with the Branch and Bound
aJgorithm may yield sub-optimal designs becauseof the existenceof many different
locally optimal designs(Nagendraet a/., 1992;Shin et a/., 1989).For this reason,genetic
algorithms, which are typically more robust at finding global or near global optima,
have beenrecently explored for designingcompositelaminated plates (BaIl et a/., 1993;
Callahan and Weeks, 1992;Kogiso et a/., 1994a,b;Le Riche and Haftka, 1993).
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are search techniques based on a simulation of the
Darwinian conceptof survival of the fittest and natural reproduction geneticsoperating
on a population of designs(e.g. Goldberg, 1989; Holland, 1975; Whitley, 1993). As
optimization algorithms, they are global in scopeand can work on discrete as weIl as
continuous designproblems. They aJsohave the advantageof generatinga number of
optimal and near-optimal designsduring a single search.Early applications of genetic
algorithms to structural optimization are due to Goldberg and Santani (1987) and
Hajela (1990). Geneticalgorithms have since then been applied to numerousstructural
optimization problems(e.g. Furuya and Haftka, 1993;Nagendraet a/., 1993;Powell and
Skolnick, 1993;Shoenauerand Xanthakis, 1993;Watabe and Okino, 1993).
ln Le Richeand Haftka (1993)a geneticalgorithm wasexhaustivelytestedfor maximizing the failure load of a fixed thicknesslaminate by changingifs stacking sequence.
t Presentlyat: Dept. or AerospaceEngineering,Mechanicsand EngineeringScience,Universityor Florida,
Gainesville,FL 32611,U.S.A.
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Kogiso et al. (1994b)applied the santebasicalgorithm to the dual problem of minimizing
the thicknesswith failure constraints.The minimum thicknessproblem was found to be
more costly to solve than the failure load maximization. The objective of the present
paper is to explore various techniques for improving the efficiency of the genetic
algorithm. This is done by first studying the penalty functions that account for strength
and stability constraints and then by improving the geneticoperators.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The simply supportedlaminate shownin Fig. 1 is loaded in the x and y directions by
Nx and Ny, respectively.The laminate is composedof N plies, eachof thicknessl, and is
balancedand symmetric.Its longitudinal and lateral dimensionsare a and b, respectively.
The laminate bucklesinto m and n half-wavesin the x and y directions, respectively,
when the loads reach the valuesÀ.b(m,n)Nx and À.b(m,n)Ny. The buckling load factor
À.b(m,n) is given in terms of the flexural stiffness coefficientsDij as,
À-b(m. n)

= n-2[D11(mla)4 + 2(D12 + 2D,,)(mlo)2(nlb)2 + D22(nlb)4]
(mlo)2N...+ (nlb)2Ny

The smallestvalue of À.bover possiblecombinations of m and n is the critical buckling
load factor À.cb.If À.cb
is larger than unity the laminatecan sustainthe actual applied loads
Nz and Ny without buckling.
The strength of the plate is predictedhere by the maximum strain criterion. That is,
the plate is assumedto fail if any of the ply strainsexceedsits allowablevalue. ln our case,
)'.1)1
is zero and the principal strainsin the ith layer are related to the loads on the plate by
the relations from the classicallaminationtheory for symmetricand balancedlaminates,
Nx

= A11F;x

Ny

= A1zE... + AnEy

+ A 12F;y

and
.2 8 ;ty
2 8;t... + sm
tl ; = COS

j = sm
. 2 8It"z + cos2 8jt"y
t"2
i = sm
. 2 8; (t'y - t'x)
)112

where Au are the coefficients of the extensional stiffness matrix and 8i is the fiber
orientation in the ith layer. The critical strength failure load factor Àcsis defined as
ÀC6

Ny

Fig.

Simply supported laminated plate subjected to normal in-plane loads.
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whereBill.are the ultimate allowable strains. and a safety factor! = 1.5 is used. If Àcsis
smaller than unity. the plate is assumedto fail. The criticalload factor Àcris.
Ac, = min(AcbtAc,).
To alleviate matrix cracking problems, we also require that there are no more then four
contiguousplies with the samefiber orientation.
The purpose of the optimization is to find the thinnest symmetric and balanced
laminatesatisfyingthe 4-ply contiguity constraint that will Dot fail becauseof buckling or
excessivestrains. The symmetry constraint is readily accommodatedby optimizing only
one half of the laminate, the other half being obtained by symmetry. The balance
constraint is enforcedby associating+450 and -450 plies into one :t45° stack. Stacksof
0;;, :t45° and 90~are our basic building blocks.
Genetic algorithms solve unconstrainedoptimization problems, so that constraints
need to be either incorporated into the objective function via penalty functions or
removedby artful definition of the designvariables.The following sectionsdescribethe
geneticalgorithm and then the penalty fonnulations.
A BASIC GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR LAMINA TE DESIGN

The basicgeneticalgorithm developedby Kogisoet al. (1994b),Le Richeand Haftka
(1993) and Nagendraet al. (1993) is summarizedas the baselinefor the presentwork.
A geneticalgorithm is a guided random searchtechniquethat works on a population of
designs.Each individual in the population representsa design, i.e. a stacking sequence,
coded in the form of a string. The lengthsof ail the designstrings have to be the same.
Becausethe designs can have different number of plies, empty plies are added as
"padding" to make ail designshavethe samenominal number of plies. The coding used
hereis the standardstackingsequencenotation with the additional symbolE for an empty
ply. Becauseour basicunit is a stack of two plies, laminatescan be composedonly of O2,
:t45, ~ and E2 stacks.A geneticsearchchangesthe population of stringsby mimicking
evolution.
A flow chart of the genetic algorithm is given in Fig. 2. The GA starts with the
generation of an initial random population of designs(three designson Fig. 2). ln a
secondstep, the objective function valuesof the designsare evaluated.Each design is
assigneda fitness value dependingon the objective function valuesof ail the designsin
the population. It is then processed,by so called genetic operators, to create a new
population, which probabilistically combinesthe most desirablecharacteristicsof the old
population. The selection operator selectsparent strings basedon their fitnessand passes
them on to the operators performing the genetic recombination. The probability of a
designof being chosenas parent increaseswith ifS fitness. The old population is then
replacedby the newone, with one exception.The bestof the previousgenerationis cloned
into the next generation, which corresponds to an "elitist" version of the genetic
algorithmeThis processis repeateduntil convergence.The geneticoperatorsare described
in more detail hereafter.
Selectionscheme
The first stepin creatinga new generationis the selection of setsof parent designsfor
mating. Eachindividual hasa fitnessvalue that determinesits probability of beingchosen
as a future parent. ln the presentwork, the fitnesswas chosento be the relative rank in
terms of the objective function ci>in the population. The fitness assignedto the ith best
individual of m designsis then equal to [2(m + 1 - i)]/(m2 + m), so that the sum of ail
fitnessesis equal to one. Selection is implementedby allocating to eachdesigna portion
of the segment[0, 1] equal in length to its fitness. A random number is then created
between0 and 1 that designatesthe selectedindividual.
cœ S,l-l
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Fig. 2. Geneticalgorithm now chan.

Crossover
Crossoveris the operation usedto trade characteristicsof parent designsand create
offsprings by exchangingparts of the parents' strings. The crossoverused in the basic
geneticalgorithm is a two-point crossover,wheretwo break points are chosenrandomly.
One offspring tan be created by splicing the parents' three substrings, i.e. the first
substringcornesfrom the first parent, the secondfrom the secondparent, and the third
from the first parent (seeFig. 3). Crossoveris given a specific probability of occurring,
usually quite large. The presentwork usesa probability of applying crossoverequal to
one, basedon the resultspresentedby Le Riche and Haftka (1993).
Selectionand crossoverare the two pivots of the genericsearchin the sensethat they
suffice to simulateevolution on a population of designs,although Dot in a robust fashion.
Mutation
The design generatedby crossoveris next subjected to the mutation operator.
Mutation performs randomchangesin an individual's string with a low probability (0.01in
this paper). Its purposeis to bring in completelynew bit combinations, therebyprotecting

Fig. 3. Traditional two-point crossover
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%45/% 45],

[E2/9~/fJ:I.I~/~/O2/'!!1.I:t; 45/ :t;45].

Fig. 4. Mutation operator.

the population against becoming unifonn. Each bit in the string has "probability of
mutation" chancesof changing. Figure 4 givesan examplewhere two bits are mutated.
Permutation
Permutation, a new operator devisedfor laminate designby Le Riche and Haftka
(1993),is also a stochasticoperator. Permutation shuffles the location of layerswithout
changing the composition of the laminate. Therefore, the flexural properties of the
laminate are modified while its in-plane characteristicsare preserved.First, two points in
the string are selected,creatingthreesubstringsin the chromosome.The two stacksat the
two extremitiesof the central substring are then flipped about the center point of the
substring. Figure 5 illustrates the working of permutation. ln accord with results
presentedby Le Richeand Haftka (1993)and Kogisoet al. (1994b)permutation is applied
with a probability of 1.
Objectivefunction formulation: handling of constraints
The minimum weight design problem treated here bas rive constraints: buckling,
strength failure, symmetry, balance,and the 4-ply contiguity constraint.
Constraintsin GAs are handledin the following three ways: data structuring, repair
operatorsand penalty functions. Data structuring refers to defining the designvariables
so that the optimizer alwaysproducesfeasibledesigns.Here, for example,we model only
half of the laminate, which guaranteesthe symmetry; we usestacksof two plies, always
pairing +45 and -45, which guaranteesthe balance conditions. Data structuring is
sometimesassociatedwith the useof specializedoperatorsin order to hide the existence
of constraints(Michalewicz and Janikow, 1991).
The secondway of handling constraintsin GAs is through the useof repair operators.
A repair operator tan be thought of as a projection from an infeasiblepoint in the design
spaceto a feasible point. Repair operators are usually applied probabilistically so as
to increasethe probability of finding a feasibledesignat the end of the search.Orvosh
and Davis (1993) recommendusing repaîToperators on 5% of the points sampled for
combinatorial problems. Repair operators, like data structuring, are very casespecific.
A repair operator called "scaling mutation" will be describedlater in this paper.

Fig. S. Permutation

operator.
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Finally, constraintscan be incorporated into the objective function through penalty
functions. The use of penalty functions is the Most generaltechnique for constrained
geneticoptimization. For continuous optimization, the quadratic penalty function is the
Most popular, but this popularity is due to differentiability requirementswhich are not
relevantin geneticoptimization. Conventionalwisdom in GAs is that the penalty should
be proportional to the distance to the feasible domain, so as to discriminate between
designshaving different levelsof infeasibility (Richardsonet al.. 1989).It has also been
noticed that the penalty should be kept as low as possible,just above the limit below
which infeasibledesignsbecomeoptimal (Le Riche and Haftka. 1993;Richardsonet al..
1989).The flaw of heavily penalizinginfeasibledesignsis that it limits the exploration of
the design spaceto feasible regions, precluding short cuts through infeasible regions.
Large penaltiespromote convergenceto local minima in the feasiblespace.a phenomenon
often referred to as prematureconvergence.
For the presentlaminate designproblem, the objective is to minimize the number of
pliesNin the laminate.The strength.stability and contiguity constraintsare incorporated
into the objective function through penalty strategies. The contiguity constraint is
enforced by multiplying the objective by pcn..,wherePc is the penalty parameterfor the
ply contiguity constraints, and nc is the number of stacksof two plies in excessof the
constraint value of two stacks(i.e. 4 plies) in one half of the laminate. For example,the
objectivefunction correspondingto (06/90vsis multiplied by Pc; the objectivefunction of
(906/O.)sis multiplied by pc2(the first Pc accountsfor the extra O2stacksat the laminate
midplane and the other Pc accountsfor the extra 902stack).
The treatment of the failure and stability constraints is more complicated for two
reasons.First. becauseof the discretenature of the problem. there May be severalfeasible
designsof the sameminimum thickness. Of these designs.we define the optimum to
be the designwith the largest failure load. Therefore. as in Kogiso et al. (1994a,b).the
objective function is linearly redùCedin proportion to the failure margin for designsthat
satisfyor almost satisfythe stability and failure constraints.For suchdesignsthe objective
function <1>0
is defined as
if À.cr2: (1 - cS),
<1>0 = Pc"c(N
+ t[(1 - cS) -- À.cr]l.
is a smal1toleranceparameteradded for more flexibility in the definition of feasibility,
and t is a small parameterfor rewarding constraint margin. When the stability or failure
constraints are violated, it is possible to estimate the additional thickness neededto
achieve feasibility from simple scaling fUIe. Based on the scaling fuie, the objective
function <1>0
for designsthat violate the stability or failure constraintsis defined as
cS

if À.cr< (1 - cS),

<1>0
= Pc"c[~J

where~ is an exponentused in the scalinglaw.
Three assumptionswere made in Kogiso et al. (1994b)to estimate the valuesof t
and~:
Scaling fuIe: the strain failure loads are approximately proportional to the
thicknessof the laminate. The buckling loadsare approximatelyproportional to
the cube of the laminate thickness.
The optimum designis located at the boundary betweenfeasibleand infeasible
domains, i.e. ).cr= 1.
When estimating parameters for the failure constraints, the contiguity constraints cao be neglected(nc = 0).
Too large a value for t would favor thick designshaving a large feasibility margin
over the optimum design.The maximum valueof t wasestimatedin Kogiso el al. (1994b)
by comparing the objective function of a hypothetical optimum design having N plies
and Àcr = (1 - 15) with a heavierfeasibledesignof cN plies (c> 1). Neglectingthe
discreteness
of the number of plies, we assumethat c can vary continuously. Then, under
the above assumptions,the requirement that a design thicker than the optimal should

have a higher objective becomes,
N < cN + t[(1 - d)

- C3],

N < cH + t[(1 - 0) - c],

if buckling is critical,
if strains are critical.

(1)

Buckling failure fields the tighter bound on E,

N(c- 1)

t< c3- (1 - 6)

(2)

For ô < 0.01. the upper round on t increaseswith c until a point 1 < Cmax
< 1.1and
then decreases.To be on the safe side. we calculatethe upper bound on t for c = 2 and
J = O.what yieldst < N/7. For the casesconsideredhereafter.N > 44 so eqn (2) will be
satisfied for t :S 6.
A small penalty parameter ~ could lead to designswith large constraint violation
having lower objectives than designswith small violations. SOt bounds on the penalty
parameter ~ can be obtained by comparing the hypothetical optimum design with
an infeasible design that bas cN plies (for c < 1) and a critical failure load À-f. From
assumptions2 and 3. the penalty parametersneedto be chosenso that.

cN
N<'ifi.

(3)

According to the scalingfuie, ).1 = c if the strainsare critical and ).1 = c3 if buckling
is triticale The bounds found by Kogiso et al. (1994b) were ~

>

1 if strains are critical

and p, > 1/3 if buckling is triticale
The main problem of the previous objective function formulation is that for some
load cases,the critical load of infeasible designsthat are one stack lighter than the
optimum feasible designs is very close to unity. Then

~

needs to be very large for the

objective function cl>oof feasible optimum designsto be smaller than the objective
function of good infeasible designs.But a large ~ was seenas being detrimental to the
efficiency of the geneticsearch(Le Riche and Haftka, 1993;Richardsonet al., 1989).
The objective function and operatorsdescribedso faTare thoseusedby Kogiso et al.
(1994a,b),Le Richeand Haftka (1993)and Nagendraet al. (1993).We will DOWconsider
modifications for better efficiency in minimum weight laminate design.
IMPROVEMENTSTO THE GENETIC ALGORITHM

Modified objectivefunction formulation
The previously outlined problem of needing large values of Pt is avoided in the
presentpaper by adding a small constant penalty S for violating the strength or stability
constraints.That is. the modified objective function ci>is defined as
if Àcr~ (1 - 4).
ci> = pcnc(N
+ t[(l - 4) - J.c,]).

if 1", < (1 - tJ),

ci>= pcnc[~J + S.

(4)

Sand (1/À.::) are both penalties,but their action differs in that (I/À.::) is a function
of the distanceto feasibility while S is not. If S > 0, ~ can be chosensmaller than the
minimum value of 1 derived in Kogiso el al. (1994b).
Figure 6 showshow the objective function c:I> variesas a function of the most critical
constraint for N = 44, 48 and 52, ~ = 0.5 and ~ = 2, S = 1, 15= 0, and f. = 6. As an
example, we show on the figure the best 44, 48 and 52 ply designsobtained for load
case1 (seeResultsfor completedescription).The critical failure load factors À.crfor these
designs are À.cr= 0.879, 1.040and 1.201,respectively,and are marked on the curvesby
points A, Band C, respectively.For S = 1 and ~ = 2 the optimal design(point B) has a
substantial lower objective function than either the infeasibledesign (A) or the heavier
feasibledesign(C). When Pt = 0.5, the advantage
of B overA becomes
moremarginal.
Figure 7 gives a magnified representationof 4>such as shown on Fig. 6 for ~ = 0.5
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Fig. 6. Objective function cI>,S = 1.0, nc = O. Points A, 8 and C correspondto best designs

obtainedfor load case1.
and S = 1, with the addition al case p, = 0.5 and S = O. The setting

p, = 0.5, S = 0

makes the infeasible design (point A) have a lower objective function than the optimum
(point B). Figures 6 and 7 together illustrate the use of S to allow us to reduce the required
value of p,.
Considering bounds on S, we enforce S > 0 so as not to penalize feasible designs.
Because of balance and symmetry constraints, the best feasible design is two stacks
(4 plies) heavier than the best infeasible design. Neglecting the ply contiguity constraint,
for the most pessimistic scenario where À.crof the best feasible and infeasible tend towards
one, S tan be chosen so as to guarantee the optimality of the feasible design,
N + S ?:: N + 4.

(5)

So a value of S = 4 will guaranteeoptimality. More refined bounds on S cao be
calculated on-Iine once ~ is set using eqn (3). Various strategieshave been tested for
adapting the value of the step sizeS in the courseof the fUn. but they did Dot yield any
clear improvementof the GA. and so they will Dot be discussedany further here.
Modlfied selectionprocedure
A test is adddedto the selectionprocedure50 as to nevermate two identical designs,
which would probably createa clone. This testis aimedat preservingpopulation diversity.
Crossoverfor varying thicknesslaminates
We consider two questionsfor tailoring the crossoveroperator to the laminatedesign
problem. First. how many break points are optimal; and second.shouldwe accordspecial
treatment to empty plies becausethey contrai the weight of the laminate. We compared
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Fig. 7. Objective function cs.,Pt = O.S.n.. = O. Points A, Band C correspondto best designs
obtainedfor Joadcase1.
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the performanceof one-point, two-point and uniform crossoversfor laminate design.
Uniform crossover(Syswerda, 1989)is a recombination processwhere each bit of the
offspring has 500/0probability of coming from one parent or the other. For L-digit
strings, uniform crossoverhas a maximum of L - 1 breaking points, a minimum of 0
breaking points, and an average of (L

-

1)/2 breaking points. The two-point crossover is

a standard among practitioners of geneticalgorithms because,on average,it minimizes
the probability that crossoverseparatesk (2 :s k :s L) beneficiallyinteractingdigits in the
string (Spearsand De long, 1991).This effect of crossoverto separatebits carried by one
of the parentsis called "disruption". However, empirical evidencehas shawn that twopoint crossoverdoesnot always perform the best (cf. Eschelmanet al., 1989;Syswerda,
1989). ln Spearsand De long (1991) it is conjectured that disruption is not always a
drawback, but can make the offspring more different from their parents, which might
be crucial in avoiding premature convergence,especially for small population sizes.
Moreover, two-point crossoverminimizes disruption on the average,i.e. when sets of
digits Carapart on the strings as weil as digits closeto eachother are considered.ln our
case,sincethe string is the direct representationof the laminatecross-section,layersthat
are closeinteract more (in terms of bendingand contiguity) than layersthat are Carfrom
eachother. One point crossoveris lessdisruptive to adjacent layers.
When two laminatesof different thicknessesare mated, the locations of the break
points determinethe thickness of the child design. Also, with a single-point crossover
whenthe break point raIls in the empty part of bath parent laminates(in the middle of the
Es on the left of the string), the first parent design is cloned. We consideredthree
crossoverstrategiesthat have different effects on the thicknessof the child design.The
first strategycorrespondsto the crossoverused in Kogiso et al. (1994b)and Nagendra
et al. (1993)wherethe breaking points can raIl anywherein the parent strings. The second
strategycalled "thin crossover" resrictsthe location of the break points to the full part
of the thinner parent laminate (not in the Es). For such a crossover,the thicknessof the
offspring is equalto the thicknessof one of its parents,but no averagingof the thickness
is possible.The third strategycalled "thick crossover" restrictsthe break points to the full
part of the thicker parent laminate. ln that case, some averaging of the parents'
thicknessesmight occur. A fourth strategy,called"averagingcrossover", wastried which
cuts and splicesthe parents' strings so that the offspring will always have a thickness
which is nearthe averagethicknessof the parents.Averagingcrossoverdid not work weil,
probably becauseit sometimesmovesplies cioseror further from the laminate midplane
during recombination,thus changingsubstantiallythe bendingproperties.This strategyis
not discussedfurther.
The aforementioned features were combined in the seven crossover operators
describedin Table 1. They will be evaluatedlater. Figure 8 showsexamplesof two-point
crossovers(one-point crossoverscan be easily deducedfrom the former). To facilitate
tracking of whereoffspring's bits cornefrom, a new notation wassubstitutedto the usual
laminate notation. The Es symbols are kept for empty plies, but [PIS replacethe fiber
orientations, where[ is the digit position number and PI designatesthe parent.
New mutation
The traditional mutation operator previously described,appearsto have a biased
and uneveneffect dependingon the string length (i.e. maximal laminate thickness)and
Table 1. Descriptionsof crossoveroperators
XI
XI-I hin
XI-I hick
X2
X2.t hin
X2-t hick
UX

One-pointcrossover.the breakpoint tan be chosenanywherein the string
One-pointcrossover.the break point is chosenin the full part of the thinner laminate
One-pointcrossover.the break point is chosenin the full part of the thicker laminate
Two-point crossover.both break points are chosenanywherein the parentstring
T\\'o-point crossover.both breakpoints are chosenin the full part of the thinner parenl string
Two-point crossover.both break points are chosenin the full part of the thicker parentstring
Uniform crossover

Fig. 8. Examplesof crossoveroperators.

numberof digits denoting full stacks(i.e. actuallaminate thickness).To illustrate ibis, let
us calculatethe probabilities of adding at leasttwo stacks,deletingat leasttwo stacksand
changingthe fiber orientation of at leasttwo stackspeTlaminate (rememberthat because
of syrnmetry one digit in the string actually representstwo stacks). For the example
problemspresentedin ibis report, optimal designshave 12 full stacksand a string length
of 15.A mutation hitting a full stack bas67010
chanceof changingthe ply orientation and
33010
chanceof having this stack deleted.If the probability of mutating a stack is set to
0.01, a designwith 12 full stacks bas 0.67 (1 - 0.9911= 0.0750 probability of having
at least two stacks changed, 0.0375 probability of having two stacks deleted and
(1 - 0.99) = 0.0300probability of having two stacksadded.If the numberof full stacks
decreases,the probability of stack deletion peTstring decreases,the probability of stack
addition peTstring increases,and the probability of changeof fiber orientation peTstring
decreases.The oppposite holds when the number of full stacksincreases.
Thus the effect of the mutation operator will vary dependingon the thicknessof
the designand the maximum thicknessthat tan be coded. Moreover, it is not possibleto
tune independentlythe probabilities of adding plies, deleting plies and changing fiber
orientations.
To correct this, three separatemutation probabilities are used: a probability of
adding plies peTstring (PADD), a probability of deleting plies peTstring (PDEL), and a
probability of changingthe fiber orientation peTdigit (PCFO). The newmutation addsor
deletestwo stacks somewherein the laminate if the correspondingprobabilistic test is
passed.For changeof fiber orientation, a test is implementedfor eachdigit coding two
full stacks,and if it is passed,the fiber orientation is changed.
New permutation
The original algorithm (Le Riche and Haftka. 1993)bas beendevelopedfor a class
of relatively easyproblemsfor which only one load casewas consideredin the optimization problem. However. for more difficult problemswheremany loadingsare considered
when designinga laminate. we believethat the old version of permutation shuffles the
digits too much. Accordingly. we proposeand test a new permutation operator inducing
lesschangesin the string. This operator randomly selectstwo stacksin the full part of the
laminate and swapsthem (cf. Fig. 9).
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Fig. 9. New permutationoperator.

Scalingmutation
When a designis infeasible, it makessenseto bias mutations toward adding rather
than deleting stacks. Furthermore, using the scaling fUIe, we tan estimatethe thickness
deficiency and use it to determine the magnitude of the bias. Similarly, for a feasible
design,we tan bias mutations to fayoTdeletingstacks.The strain Joadfactor ()..cs)varies
proportionally to the laminate thickness,and the critical buckling Joadfactor ()..cb)varies
proportionally to the cube of the laminate thickness.Theseresultsare exact if each pif
thicknessis scaledup or down by the sameratio. When the thicknessis changedby adding
or deleting a stack, the scalingfuies provide only rough approximations.However, they
help to direct the population of designstowards optimal weight regions of the design
spaceat a very low calculation cost. Hence scaling tan be seenas a "repair operator"
(Michalewicz and Janikow, 1991; Orvosh and Davis, 1993;Underbrink and Williams,
1994),where the buckling and strain constraints are being repaired. When performing
scaling, the two following equations are solved for hbcWand h~/ew,
= ).~

=).

cb(hb ) 3
h

(6)

where h is the present laminate thickness, hb and h';:w are the desirable laminate
thicknessesafter scaling due to buckling and strains, respectively. The laminate thickness
after scaling is hnew= max(hbCW,
h:,ew).If hncw< h, the number of plies that would yield
laminate thickness the closest to hnewis deleted. If hnew> h, (hnew- h) is truncated to the
inferior multiple of the stack thickness, and the corresponding number of stacks is added.
The consequenceof this last truncation is that when a design is almost feasible, scaling is
Dot applied. ln that case indeed, it is likely that feasibility cao be achieved without
increase in thickness, by finding a better stacking sequence. To minimize the influence
of the fiber orientations, the plies are added or deleted at the laminate midplane. The
orientation of the added plies is random except that no contiguity constraint violation is
introduced in the process. figure 10 illustrates how scaling works.

Before Scaling :

[E4/(%45)2/902/

% 45/904/ % 45/02/902/(%45/02)2].

~c.= 1.2, ~c' = 1.3, h = 0.26in., t = O.OO5in.
After

Scaling :

[E4/(%45)2/902/

% 45/904/ % 45/02/902/

% 45/02/ % 45].

h.'" = 0.238in.,h~.'-= 0.216in.,h = 0.24in.

Fig. 10. Scalingmutation.
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Scalingis performed after fitnessevaluation and before the selection-recombination
process(cf. Fig. 2) in order to haveaIl the neededdata available(À.sand weights).For the
designsthat have beenchangedduring scaling, an approximateanalysisis performed to
updatetheir objective function value <1>.
ln the approximateanalysis,the weight and the
number of contiguousplies in excessof four are known exactly,and it is assumedthat the
most critical constraint after scalinghasa value equalto unity (which would be true if we
were scaling all the layers by the sameamount, and if h was Dot limited to an integer
multiple of the ply thickness).
RESULTS

Geneticalgorithm performanceswill be discussedin terms of "price of the search"
and "reliability". The reliability of the algorithm is the probability it bas of finding a
practical optimum. A practical optimum is defined here as a optimal weight designwith
Àcrwithin 0.10/0of Àcrof the global optimum. The price of the searchis the number of
analysesnecessaryto reach80% reliability, i.e. to have80% probability of finding a practical optimum.
We consider a graphite-epoxy plate with longitudinal and lateral dimensions
a = 20 in and b = 5 iD, respectively.The material properties are: El = 18.50X 106psi;
E2 = 1.89X 106psi; 012 = 0.93X 106psi; Vl2 = 0.3; t = 0.005in (t is the basic ply
thickness);efD= 0.008; e;D = 0.029; )'~: = 0.015. The maximum thicknessfor a laminate
is assumedto be 64 plies (i.e. string length = 64/4 = 16).
Four different load cases are considered: load case 1, Nx = 13,000lb/in and
Ny = 1625Ib/in; load case 2, Nx = 12,500lb/in and Ny = 3125Ib/in; load case 3,
Nx = 9800lb/in and Ny = 4900lb/in; and a multiple load case where the loadings
[Nx = 12,000lb/in, Ny = 1500lb/in],
[Nx = 10,800lb/in, Ny = 2700lb/in] and
[Nx = 9000lb/in, Ny = 4500lb/in] are consideredsimultaneously,i.e. the optimal design
should be able to withstand eachof theseloadings. For eachcaseand eachtuning of the
geneticalgorithm 200 independentsearchesare performed, each of them stopped after
6000 analyses.The multiple load casewas Dot studied in Le Riche and Haftka (1993),
and this preventsdirect comparisonson the price of the searchesbetweenLe Riche and
Haftka (1993) and this work. AlI the load casesconsideredhere were first treated by
Kogiso et al. (1994b).Table 2 summarizesthe main characteristicsof the optimal designs
for each of the load casesconsideredhere.
Among the single load cases,load case 1 was found to be easy for the genetic
algorithm becausestrain constraintsare by far the most critical. There are many practical
optima that are different combinationsof the samepool of fiber orientations. Load case1
bas many more practical optima than any other load caseconsideredhere (cf. Table 2).
Load case2 is more difficult sinceit basonly threepractical optima. Although load case3
bas 13 practical optima, it was found to be misleadingfor the geneticalgorithm (Kogiso
et al., 1994b):practical optimal designsare composedof 45° and 90° plies exclusively.
However, in the courseof the search,the algorithm hasdifficulties removing the 0° plies
becausethe strain constraint is critical in theseplies. As the number of 0° plies in the

Table 2. Summaryof optimal designs
Load
case

Optimal design

Failure
mode

Numberof
practicaloptima

2
3
Mult.

[%45,/04/ %45/04/901/OJ.
[%451/90z/ %45J/0z/ %45/04/ %45/0,,].
[901/%451/(902/%45)1/%45,).
[90./ %45)/0./ %45/0./90Z/0z}.

Strain
Strain
Buckling
Bucklingand straint

>13.
3
13
4

t Many constraints active.
. Although we did not try to enumerate ail of the practical optima for load case l, it was easy
to find 14 of them, which establishes that load case 1 has the most practical optima.
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laminate is reduced,the strains in the remaining00 pliesincrease.However, once the last
00 ply hasbeenremoved,the strain constraint is no longercritical, 48 ply feasibledesigns
that fail in buckling can be found. This kind of problem is known as a singular optimum
and as being "GA-deceptive". leading to convergenceto non-optimal designs. The
multiple load problem is alsoa difficult test casebecausefour failure modes(strain failure
due to the first load setand buckling failure due to the threeload sets)occur in the optimal
region of the designspace.Many active constraintsaround the optimum design means
that many of the design points surrounding the optimum will be infeasible, therefore
penalized,which lowers their probability of being selectedfor reproduction. However,
some of these infeasible designs might have given a quick accessto the optimum.
Typically, the presenceof many active constraints around the optimum reducesthe
number of ways in which designstan be recombinedto produce the optimum, thus
slowing down the search.The GA exhibits difficulties of a different nature for load case3
and for the multiple load case.As a result. changesmadeto the GA often bad opposite
effectson the performanceof the multiple load caseand of load case3. The GA needsto
be able to make radical changesto the designsto allow removal of several00 plies and
solveload case3. On the other hand, the large numberof constraintsin the multiple Joad
casemakestoo much random exploration of the designspacea rather inefficient strategy
comparedto a more careful juxtaposition of building blocks.
The Testof the paper describesthe effect of eachof the proposedmodifications on
the geneticsearch.A new GA composedof ail the modifications will be usedas reference
and comparedto versionsof the GA where the modifications are replacedone at a time
by their old counterparts.The new GA is madeof the new selection.Xl-thick crossover
(probability = 1), new mutation (probabilities of adding and deleting a stack = 0.05.
probability of changingthe fiber orientation = 0.01), newpermutation (probability = 1).
Other parameters are: population size = 8, p, = 0.5, S = l, Pc= .JïOFJ.,s = 0.005.

The old GA. such as usedby Kogiso et al. (l994a,b) and Le Riche and Haftka (1993)is
composed of the old selection. X2 crossover (probability = 1), the old mutation
(probability = 0.01). the old permutation (probability = 1), hasp, = 2. S = 0, and has
otherwisethe samesettingsas the newGA. The old and newversionsof the algorithm are
comparedin Fig. Il in terms of the reliability as a function of the number of analyses.
The plot results from 200 independentruns made on each one of the four Joadcases
describedabove.
The intersectionsof the curveswith the 80070
reliability line representthe price of the
associatedsearches.The new GA costs 1450analyses,comparedto 3300for the old GA,
which representsa 56070
decreasein the price of the search.Note. however.that with the
old GA, the reliability is 0.6 at 1500analyses.so making two runs of 1500analyseshasa
reliability of (1 - 0.41 = 0.84. This is better than one fun of 3000 analyses which has a
reliability of 0.78.
Even though 200 testsare performed for eachexperiment,non-negligibledeviations
in the price of the searcheshave been noticed. The 200 runs have been repeatedfive

0.8

.~
]
.~

~

0.6

0.4
0.1

0
0

1000 2000

3000

4000 5000 6000

No. of analyses

Fig. Il. Comparison of the old and new versions of the GA, 200 runs
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times. Assuminga normal distribution of the price of the search,we calculatedthat there
is a 90% chancethat the price of the searchis 440 :t 14for load case1, 1180:t 71 for load
case2, 1490:t 106for load case3, 3250:t 252 for the multiple load case,and 1450:t 135
on average.Note that the price of the searchis more subject to variations on difficult
problem cases(third and multiple load case)than on easycases(first and secondload
cases).We will now detail the different improvementsmadeto the old GA.
Effect of the penalty parameters
We discussin this sectionthe effect of the penalty parametersp, andS on the price
of the searchof the new GA. Table 3 showsthe price of the searchand the reliability after
6000analysesfor the different load cases,and the averagewhen p, = 0.5for S = 0,0.5,
l, 2 and 4. Tables4 and 5 show the effect of changingp, for S = 0 and S = l, respectively.
On average,the trend shown in the tablesfollows the fuie that the minimum penalty
is the most efficient (aslong asit remainshigh enoughto force convergenceto the feasible
domain) (Le Riche and Haftka, 1993; Richardsonet al., 1989).There seemsto be an
advantage in using a combination of fixed penalty and penalty proportional to the
distance to the contraints boundary on the third and multiple load cases.This is an
experimentalargument, in favor of the useof somefixed penalty. Two other arguments
werepreviously described:somefixed penalty makesit possibleto lower the pressurefor
feasibility in the infeasibledomain (i.e. lower p'), allowing a more careful samplingof the
infeasible domain while the step guaranteesconvergenceto feasibledesigns.The use of
the flXed step penalty S removes the need for infinitely large p, for load caseswhere light

infeasible designscan be round very closeto the constraint boundary.
Table 3. Effect of S on the price of the search/reliabilityafter ~
1

Load case
2

Load case
3

Multiple
load case

Average

440/1.00
450/1.00
510/1.00

1070/0.99
1220/0.995
1180/1.00
1270/1.00
2200/0.99

1390/0.98
1490/0.95
1490/0.94
1700/0.98
4150/0.85

2760/0.95
2970/0.93
3250/1.00
4670/0.85
4670/0.85

1450/0.98
1640/0.96
3340/0.93

loadcase

5-0
5 - 0.5
5 -

1

5-2
5-4

analyses.p, = 0.5

The GA did not converge in the feasible domain.

~ on the price of the search/reliabilityafter 6000analyses.S = 0

Table 4. Effect of

Load case
1
p, - 0.5
p, - 0.65
p, 0.85
p, - 1.0
p, - 2.0
p, - 4.0

-

360/1.00
380/1.00
410/1.00
440/1.00

Loadcase
2

Load case
3

Multiple
load case

1070/0.99
1100/1.00
1080/1.00
1170/1.00
15SO/0.99

1390/0.98
1540/0.98
1520/0.97
1480/0.99
3050/0.86

2760/0.95
3420/0.96
4660/0.85
5220/0.85
5010/0.91
*/0.76

Average
1590/0.98
1750/0.96
1700/0.96
1950/0.94

. The GA did Dot achieve the required 80'10reliability.
- The GA did Dot converge in the feasible domain.
Table 5. Effect of

p,on the price of the search/reliabilityafter ~

Load case
1
p, =
p, =
p, =
p, =

0.3
0.5
1.0
2.0

Load case
2

Load case
3

analyses.S = 1

Multiple

load case

Average

440/1.00
420/1.00
480/1.00

IISO/I.OO
1250/1.00
1870/0.99

1490/0.94
2760/0.91
3650/0.88

The GA did not convergein the feasibledomain.

3250/1.00
330010.92
4950/0.88

14S0/0.98
1680/0.96
2420/0.93
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Table 6. Effect of selectionon the price (top entry) and reliability after 6000 analyses
(bottom entry)
Load case
1

Load case
2

Load case
3

Multiple
Joad case

Average

GIrl selection

480
1.00

980
1.00

3050
0.91

3300
0.97

1600
0.97

New selection
(no duplicate parents)

440
1.00

1180
1.00

1490
0.94

3250
1:00

14S0
0.98

Selection
Table 6 comparesthe price of geneticsearcheswith the new (no duplicate parents)
and old selectionschemesfor each load caseand the average,using the referenceGA
previouslydescribed.For ail casesexceptfor load case2, the newselectionprocedurewas
better. The gain in performance is explained by enhancedgenetic diversity due to the
prohibition on two identical parents. On average,the new selectionprocedureis responsible for a drop in price of the searchfrom 1600to 1450analyses,a savingof 9OJo.
Crossover
The prices of the searchand reliabilities after 6000analysesassociatedwith the use
of different crossoveroperators are shown on Table 7.
Basedon the extensivetesting reported in Table 7, we cao answerour two questions
on how many break points are best, and the treatment of empty plies in crossover.
For the -thick and -thin versionsof crossover,the bestperformanceis yielded by the
one-point crossovers.When break points are taken anywhere in the parent strings,
uniform crossover performs the best and one-point crossoverthe worst. A possible
explanation for this result is that one-point crossoveris more likely to degenerateto
cloning which occurswhen the break point falls in the empty part of the laminates.The
better performanceof Xi-thick is relatedto its performanceon the difficult multiple load
case. We conjecture that the multiple load case is effeciently solved when a careful
juxtaposition of short substringsoccurs. ln contrast. the simultaneoussuppressionof the
last 0° plies necessaryto reach practical optimum designsin load case3 benefits from
crossoveroperatorswhich are highly disruptive at a locallevel. The most effective crossover operator for solving load case3 is the uniform crossover.followed by iwo-point
crossoverand one-point crossover.Figure 12is a plot of the averagenumber of stacksof
two plies in excessof 2 in the bestdesignsas a function of the number of analysesfor the
multiple load case,which is the casethat causesthe most difficulty for satisfaction of the
4-ply contiguity constraint. Figure 12 shows that the satisfaction of the eontiguity
constraintsdoesDot seemto play a foIe in the respectiveeffect of the crossoveroperators.
becausethe GA alwayslocatesgood laminateswithout more than four contiguousplies in
lessthan 10generationsfor Xi-thick and X-2 thick. Xi-thick hasan averageprice of 1450
while X2-thick costs 1580analyses.About 8070of analysescao be savedby selectingthe
right number of break points for laminate design.
Table 7. Price of the search/reliabilityafter 6000analysesfor variouscrossovers
(crossoversdefined in Table 1)
Load case
Crossover
XI
X2
UX
Xi-thin
X2-thin
XI-thick
X2-thick

530/1.00
500/1.00
490/1.00
520/1.00
55011.00
440/1.00
490/1.00

Load case
2

Load case
3

load case

Average

1220/1.00
1080/1.00
1440/1.00
1230/1.00
1260/1.00
1180/0.98
1190/1.00

1920/0.97
1780/0.99
880/0.99
1420/0.98
2330/0.95
1490/0.94
1380/0.92

4250/0.89
3550/0.90
443010.87
3890/0.98
3760/0.91
3250/1.00
3700/0.89

1710/0.96
1680/0.97
1610/0.96
1470/0.98
2070/0.96
1450/0.98
1580/0.95

Multiple
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Fig. 12. Averagenumberof contiguousstacksin excessof two in the bestdesigns,multiple load
case,200 runs.

An evaluationof the different strategiesfor recombininglaminate thicknessestan be
madeeither by comparing the effects of X2, X2-thin and X2-thick, or by comparing Xl,
X l-thin and Xl-thick. The -thick versionsof crossover,wherethe break points are taken
in the full part of the thicker laminate, createthicknessaveragingwhen one break point
falls inside the thicker laminate but outside the thinner. With the -thin crossovers,the
offspring's thicknesswill be equal to the weight of one of its parents. It tan be seenon
Table 7 that the -thick versionsyield the bestperformance.Exceptfor Xl-thin on the load
case 3 problem, -thin crossoversare Dot efficient. We conclude that for minimum
laminate thicknessdesign,a good crossoverbasa dual foIe of recombiningboth the .iber
orientations in the layers and the total number of layers. The crossoveroperator that
exhibits best ail the above desirablefeaturesis Xl-thick.
Mutation
The new mutation operator provides individual control over the probabilities of
adding and deleting plies, and of changingfiber orientations. Table 8 reports testsperformed with the new and old mutations operators.Various combinationsof probabilities
Table 8. Effect of mutation on the price of the search(top entry) and reliability after
6(XX)analyses(bottom entry)
Load case

Load case
2

Load case
3

Multiple
load case

Average

CId mutation
pm = 0.01

530
1.00

980
1.00

1750
0.96

3280
0.92

1490
0.97

New mutation
pf = 0.01,pad= 0.01

1025
1.00

1340
0.94

1700
0.95

5460
0.82

1850
0.93

New mutation
pf = 0.01, pad = 0.05

440
1.00

1180
1.00

1490
0.94

3250
1.00

1450
0.98

New mutatioon
pf = 0.01, pad = 0.1

390
1.00

1740
1.00

1180
1.00

4030
0.88

1860
0.97

New mutation
pf = 0.001,
pad = 0.05

530

1060

2250

3600

1880

1.00

0.97

0.93

0.93

0.96

New mutation
pf = 0.05, pad = 0.05

490
1.00

1690
1.00

1200
1.00

4230
0.86

1820
0.96

New mutation
pf = 0.1, pad = 0.05

640
1.00

3630
1.00

1360
1.00

5920
0.81

3010
0.95

pm: probability of applyingthe old mutation/bit
pf: probability of changingthe fiber orientation/bit
pad: probability of addingand deletinga stack/string.
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of adding/deleting plies and changingthe fiber orientations are tried. The best set had
the probability of adding plies and probability of deleting plies equal to 0.05, and the
probability of changingthe fiber orientation was 0.01. The correspondingprobabilities
are quite close in the old mutation operator (probability of adding plies = 0.03, probability of deletingplies = 0.0375,probability of changingthe fiber orientation = 0.0067).
The main difference betweennew and old mutations is that the new mutation tan add
pliesanywherein the laminate, whereasthe old mutation could only add new plies on the
outside (where the Es are). As a result, the new mutation is a more uniformly random
operator than the old mutation was. A minor improvement in the price of the search
ensuesfrom the new mutation operator (1450against 1490analyses).
Permutation
Becausewe believe that the digit shuffling causedby the old permutation was
excessive,we introduced a new permutation that interchangesfewer digits. We also tested
whether instead of this new permutation we can improve perfonnance by reducing the
probability of using the old permutation. Resultspresentedin Table 9 confirm that the
optimal probability of applying the old permutation is at or closeto 1000/0.Permutation
is thus a crucial operator. Indeed, while tracking the origin of practical optima for the
multiple load case,we found that in 8 casesout of 1O,permutation directly createdthe
optimal design.
The new permutation improves performancefor aIl cases,but it particularly helps
the multiple load case.Table 9 showsthat lowering the probability of permutation does
not mate the old permutation perform like the new one. It is logical that making few
changesof a large magnitudeto the designs(i.e. using the old permutation at a low rate)
is not equivalentto making many small changes(i.e. intensivelyusing the new permutation). Table 9 also showsthat the optimal probability of applying the new permutation
is about 1.0.
Scalingmutation
We tried a strategywhere most of the additions and deletionsof stackswere taken
tare of by scaling mutation, white reducing the rate of random mutation. We lowered
the probabilities of adding and deleting stacks from 5OJo
to IOJo,and we applied scaling
mutation on 10OJo
of the designs.Table 10reportswhat consequences
scalingmutation has
on the price of the searchand reliability after 6000analyses.
Table9. Effect of permutationon the priceof the search(top entry) and reliability after
6(XX)analyses(bottom entry)
Load case
1

Load case
2

Load case
3

load case

Average

460
1.00

1340
1.00

3870
0.86

4840
0.88

2400
0.93

440
1.00

1480
0.99

1670
0.95

4750
0.86

2080
0.95

Old permutation
pp = 1.0

460
1.00

1480
1.00

1570
0.97

4020
0.85

1990
0.96

New permutation
pp = 0.5

490
1.00

1210
1.00

5170
0.82

3110
0.92

1820
0.93

New permutation
pp = 0.8

440
1.00

1080
1.00

2190
0.94

3100
0.92

1500
0.96

New permutation
pp = 1.0

440
1.00

1180
1.00

J490
0.94

3250
1.00

1450
0.98

Old permutation
pp

= 0.5

Old permutation
pp

= 0.8,

pp: probability of permutation/bit.
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Table 10. Effect of scalingmutation on the price of the search(top entry) and
reliability after 6(XX)analyses(bottom entry)
Load case

Load case
2

Loadcase
3

Multiple
load case

Average

Scaling

320
1.00

990
1.00

1570
0.96

3110
0.96

1310
0.97

No scaling

440
1.00

1180
1.00

1490
0.94

32S0
1.00

1450
0.98

Scalingis beneficialto load cases1 and 2, and in the multiple load case.ln everyload
case,scaling helps to find designsin the optimal weight region early on in the search
(before 500 analyses).Load case 1 is the ideal casewhere there are sufficiently many
practical optima for scalingto havesomechanceof getting closeto one. On the difficult
third and multiple load cases,locating the optimal weight region doesDot mean getting
very much closerto the optimum. On thesecases,scalingyields mainly largely infeasible
designsthat have little chanceof survival. It just wastessome of the genetic memory
carried in the population. That explainswhy no decreasein price of the searchis seenon
load case 3, and why the improvement noted on the multiple load case is marginal
(rememberthat this load casebas a large standarddeviation in price).
More generally, scaling is really intended to help the GA locate optimal weight
regions,which is Dot a critical issuefor the test problemstreated here. The GA without
scalingwill alwaysconvergeto 48 plies designsin about 500 analyses.On the other band,
the useof scalingmutation is very promising on caseswhere finding the optimal weight
is a challenge.Such problemsmight arise when the string is much longer.
CONCLUSIONS

The genetic algorithm devised in Le Riche and Haftka (1993) and Kogiso et al.
(1994b)hasbeenimproved and testedfor minimum thicknessdesignof compositeplates.
A combination of fixed penalty function and a variable penalty function was
proposed for optimizing compositelaminateswith strength and stability constraints by
geneticalgorithms. The combination of the two penalty functions guaranteesconvergence
to feasibledesigns,which the variable penalty functions did Dot. The combination also
yielded a more efficient geneticsearch,apparently due to a better control of the pressure
towards feasibility.
Careful handling of laminatethicknessesasweil as fiber orientationsmadeit possible
to improve crossoverand mutation operators. A less disruptive permutation operator
greatly helpedperformance.The resultingGA, testedover 200runs on four different load
cases,needson average1450analysesto locate a practical optimum with 80% reliability,
while the original GA needs3300analyses,which representsa 56% reduction in the price
of the search.Scaling mutation, an operator that biasesthe changeof thicknessof the
laminates according to their failure load factor, was found to provide a further 100/0
decreasein the price of the search.
This work illustratesthe sensitivityof the performanceof a GA to the implementation
of thegeneticoperators.Wedemonstratedthat problemspecificknowledgecaobeincorporated in the fitnessevaluationand geneticoperatorsfor improving the searchefficiency.
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